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Abstract: Strong security always consumes IT resource and increase difficult of use. In order not only to
provide enough security, but also to mitigate the IT consumption and the difficult of use, on-demand security
architecture   is   proposed   to   provide  differentiated  security  for  various  services  in  cloud  computing.
The  architecture  is  driven  by  security  policy which is based on three inputs, i.e., risk of access  network,
type of service and security level. According to the inputs, the security policy can produce security parameters
which are used to configure security mechanism (security algorithms as well as protocols) at every security
domain for protection of specific service. The architecture can fulfill the diverse security requirements from
users and services in cloud computing. Objective:- An on-demand, dynamical security architecture is proposed
to protect service in cloud computing with three security domains, i.e., network security domain, service
security domain and  storage  security  domain. The architecture can reduce IT resource consumption on
security and increase easy of use for user [11].
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INTRODUCTION processing, Raj et  al. suggests that resource from

Cloud computing is a promising computing paradigm processing. Thus, once a user's data is infected by virus,
which recently has drawn extensive attention from both it can’t spread to data from other users [3]. For data
academia  and  industry.  Generally, a cloud is discussed storage, a third party auditor is proposed to verify the
in  terms  of  services  that can offer fast  deployment, integrity  of  the  dynamic  data  stored in the cloud [4, 5].
pay-for-use, lower costs, scalability, rapid provisioning It is effective to use access control with data attributes-
and rapid elasticity over the Internet [1-8]. By combining based  and  semantics-based to improve  cloud  security
a set of existing and emerging techniques from research [6, 7]. In trust management field, some experts consider
areas such as Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) and that multiple security policies should be used in user’s
virtualization [9-12], the menu of services is classified as authentication and identity management and those
SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) policies must be able to avoid intrusion of data by
and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). The cloud unauthorized users [7]. In Amazon, administrators have
computing    has    been    developed    to     various not privilege to access customers’ instances and
successful  commercial  solutions,  such  as  Amazon customers’ operating systems[13]. If it is necessary for an
EC2/S3, Google Apps and Force.com. administrator to access the customers’ resource, all such

However, security is the most serious challenge to accesses must be logged and routinely audited [7].
cloud computing [2]. It is difficult for users to fully trust However, all these researches mainly focus on specific
cloud computing due to lack of visibility about the way security threats and provide individual security solutions.
their data is stored and protected. Hayes points out that In fact, various services share the same cloud computing
there is no way to know if the cloud providers properly platform and their security requirements are always
delete a client’s purged data, or whether they save it for different. Some of them are services with public
some unknown reason [3]. Currently, the research on information  which   only  needs  essential security.
cloud security still lies in the preliminary study. For data Others are services with sensitive information which

different users must be segregated during data
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needs strong security. To the best of our knowledge, From the perspective of three security domains, if we want
there is not security architecture to satisfy such diverse to evolve  traditional network systems to cloud
security requirements. computing, functional extension of security mechanisms

Existing System: It is difficult for users to fully trust feature is mainly deployed by the security policy.
cloud computing due to lack of visibility about the way Propose on-demand security architecture with three
their data is stored and protected. It is not an effective layers. The first layer is input layer which has three inputs
way for cloud service providers to use the strongest with security level, risk of access network and type of
security for all services on cloud computing since security service. The second layer is policy layer which determines
service always consumes resource such as computing, security parameters for security mechanisms in every
memory and bandwidth and increases difficult of use. security domain according to the three inputs. The last
Evidently, using the highest security strength for all layer is security mechanisms which protect specific
services in cloud computing is not feasible. service based on the security parameters from the second

Although the multi-factor authentication is more layer.
difficult to be  compromised than single-factor methods,
it increases difficulty for user to handle the authentication
process and thus reduce the attraction of service to user.
Its main  threats  include  fabricating identity, middle
attack and denial-of-service attack. Its main threats
include fabricating service process, service under illegally
control and interruption of service process by hackers.

Proposed System: It is effective to use access control
with data attributes-based and semantics based to
improve cloud security. In trust management field, some
experts consider that multiple security policies should be
used in user’s authentication and identity management
and those policies must  be  able  to avoid intrusion of
data by unauthorized users. Regarding the resource
consumption [14], one of important advantages for cloud
computing is that it can save more IT resource and make System Architecture:
service cheaper than traditional client/server systems.

An on-demand, dynamical security architecture is Fig. 1: Security domains in cloud computing architecture
proposed to protect service in cloud computing with three
security  domains,   i.e.,   network  security  domain, Modules:
service  security  domain and storage security domain. Security Needs: Strong security is important in many
The architecture  can  reduce IT resource consumption services, such as e-commerce and e-banking, etc, but
on security and increase easy of use for user. many other services don’t require the same strong as

For cloud platform, network, service and storage are them,  such   as   public   information   for  general  users.
not  necessarily   provided   by   the   same  operator. In order to  fulfill  these  different security requirements,
They could be provided by different providers or partially we can simply use the strongest security solution to
belong to a private cloud provider. The division of protect all services in a network system which has been
security domains can greatly benefit the situation with widely  used  in traditional client/server systems.
multiple operators [15-20]. From the input parameters However, it is not an effective way for cloud service
perspective, only three inputs need to be configured. providers to use the strongest security for all services on
Once a  specific  service  is ordered, the inputs  with  type cloud computing since security service always consumes
of service and risk of access network can be automatically resource such as computing, memory and bandwidth and
determined by platform and kept static. Only the input of increases difficult of use. If we protect service and data
security  level  is  configured  by user.  By  this  means, much more than their security requirements, it will waste
the inputs  are  feasible,  manageable and configurable. a lot of IT resource on cloud computing and counteract

is not necessary in every domain since the on-demand
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the advantage of cloud computing platform. On the other
hand, when the security strength increases, user always
needs more complex operation to order a service. Here, the
security strength measures the amount of operation that
is required to break  a  security  algorithm and protocol.
For example, a strong security authentication is supported
by multi-factor authentication. In this case, user should
not only provide password, but also smart card and even
finger print. Evidently, using  the highest security
strength for all services in cloud computing is not
feasible. Therefore,  services  on cloud computing need
on-demand security solution with automatic adjustment
of security strength. Here, the on-demand security means
that differentiated security strengths can be automatically
provided according to risks of access network, types of
service and security levels configured by users, as can
not only provide enough security, but also mitigate the IT
consumption and the difficult of use. Fig. 2: The relationship among security domains

Security Domain: Security architecture for specific access control mechanism. If it is a malicious requirement
network systems, we always need to divide the network (e.g. Distributed Denial of Service (DDos) Attack [8]),
and system into several security domains which can security gateway can limit or even turn off the
simplify the deployment of security solutions based on communication immediately. Thus, the malicious attack
the architecture. Here, the security domain is a scope can  be  prevented  effectively.  If the  requirement is
statement of security policy which has similar security legal, connection is established with security protocol
mechanisms. In this paper, our security architecture is (e.g. SSL/IPSec), which is in case of middle attack and
divided into three security domains and each of them uses information leakage. The service security domain means
the same security policy. that data are protected in service platform including IaaS,

Regarding lifecycle of data for an application, it PaaS and SaaS. Its main threats include fabricating service
always stays in one of three main statuses: data in process, service  under illegally control and interruption
network transmission, data in service  platform and data of service process by hackers. Security mechanisms such
in storage. Every status needs different security as authentication, authorization, vulnerability scanning,
mechanisms, i.e., security algorithms and protocols, to data isolation and virus detection are necessary. In order
protect the data. Three security domains are proposed to avoid virus infection and hijack attack from other users,
with network security domain, service security domain each user’s services supplied by SaaS, PaaS and IaaS run
and storage security domain. System architecture shows in independent sand table environment. The storage
the security domains in cloud computing architecture. security domain refers to protection of data in storage
Security center is responsible for the management of status. Its main threats include unauthorized access,
cloud computing in which security policy is used to change or steal of data. Security mechanisms such as
provide on-demand security. encryption, access control and integrity are necessary.

The network security domain refers to the protection Sensitive data is encrypted and marked with different
where data is in transmission status. Its main threats access levels. It is also critical important to use backup
include fabricating identity, middle attack and denial-of- (e.g. Redundant Array of Independent Disk (RIAD)) and
service attack. Security mechanisms such as encryption, data recovery techniques to protect data.
intrusion   detection   and    traffic  clean  are  necessary. The relationship of three security domains is shown
For example, secure Sockets Layer (SSL)/Transport Layer in figure 2. All security domains are correlated each other.
Security (TLS) protocols and IPSec are often used in this Here, the network security domain is a bridge, which
domain. Security gateway is one of important entities in connects the other two security domains and user.
this domain which mediates all communications to and Information is protected by one of  the three domains in
from system, enabling more fine-grained  control  through all  its  lifecycle.  Advantages  of  the  design  of  security
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domains are  evident.  First, the three security domains
can cover all procedure of data during its lifecycle.
Second, in each security domain, their security threat as
well as security mechanisms are similar, as can be driven
by the same security policy.

On Demand Security Architecture: On-demand security
architecture is shown in figure 3. The architecture is
divided into  three  layers  with input layer, policy layer
and layer of security  mechanism. The input layer has
three inputs, i.e., security level, type of service and risk of
access network. The policy layer has three units of policy
which correspond to the three security domains
respectively. The layer of security mechanism represents
all the security mechanisms in every security domains.
The task of security policy is to produce security
parameters according to inputs. These security Fig. 3: On-demand security architecture
parameters are used to drive security mechanisms to
protect  specific    service.   For  example,  IPSec  is  used For  cloud  platform,  network, service  and  storage
by   cloud    computing   in   network   security  domain. are  not  necessarily  provided  by the same operator.
SA (Security Association) handles many security They could be provided by different providers or partially
parameters of IPsec (e.g. type of protocol, mode of belong to a private cloud provider. The division of
package, encryption algorithm and life cycle of secret security domains can greatly benefit the situation with
key). Security mechanism of IPSec will get the security multiple operators.
parameters from security policy of network security From the input parameters perspective, only three
domain. After that, the security parameters of SA drive inputs need to be configured. Once a specific service is
the IPsec to protect data flow in the network security ordered, the inputs with type of service and risk of access
domain. network can be automatically determined by platform and

In the input layer, the security level is the application kept static. Only the input of security level is configured
of a computer system to process information with certain by user. By this means, the inputs are feasible,
sensitivity, permit simultaneous access by users with manageable and configurable.
certain security clearances and needs-to-know and From  the  perspective   of three  security  domains,
prevent users from obtaining access to information for if we want to evolve traditional network systems to cloud
which they lack authorization. It is different from the computing, functional extension of security mechanisms
security strength. The former refers to the difficulty to is not necessary in every domain since the on-demand
break a system which is the colligation of both the feature is mainly deployed by the security policy.
security strength and risk of the system. Therefore, security mechanisms in existing network can be

Since every of the three inputs can affect strength included into this architecture without fundamental
and composition of security mechanisms, the security change. It can fully utilize existing network resource and
policy is used to measure the affection and produces a save investment when  cloud  computing  is deployed.
composition of security parameters as outputs which The last but not the least, the execution result could be
drive the security mechanisms to protect service with fed back to billing module to support on-demand security
certain strength. provisioning and make security as a value-added service.

Advantages of this New Approach Are: Each security Application Scenario: Figure 4 shows an example to
domain faces the same type of security threats and is illustrate application of the on-demand cloud security
deployed with the same security mechanisms, which will architecture. In this application scenario, Alice, Bob and
in turn means that each domain can focus on its own George are employees of one company. Alice stays in a
issue and be driven by an individual security policy unit. hotel. Bob and George are both in office. Alice initiates a
The division of security domain will make the designation video conference with Bob and text conversation with
of security policy simpler and more feasible. George   to   discuss business   issues.   The  on-demand
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Fig. 4: On-demand security for cloud-based conference
service

security needs three inputs with type of service, risk of
access network and security level. As initiator of the
conference, Alice configures high security level for the
video conference and text conversation. Both the type of
service and the risk of access network are automatically
configured by cloud computing. Regarding to the type of
service, authentication in service security domain and
confidentiality in network security domain are used to
protect the video conference. Authentication,
confidentiality and integrality are used to protect the text
conversation. However, since Alice locates in public area,
she faces more security risk than George and Bob in
office. By this means, the cloud computing will configure
stronger.

Security for Alice who is in a more insecure
environment than Bob and George. Therefore, in Alice
side, Alice should be authenticated by cloud computing
platform with multi-factor authentication in service
security domain and data flow in network security domain
should be encrypted with IPSec. In both Bob and George
sides, only simple authentication in service security
domain, such as password is necessary and data flow in
network security domain can be plaintext since their risk
of access network is low. Furthermore, the data flow can
be encrypted and stored at storage security domain.
Although the strength of security for the same service is
different in different access network, the same security
level (one of inputs) can be satisfied. Security policy
controls all these configurations automatically, as reflects
the on-demand characteristics of the architecture.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyze the diverse security
requirements from users and services in cloud computing
and  point  out   that   on-demand  security  is  necessary

because it can not only has better easy of use, but also
save consumption of IT resource. We divide the cloud
computing platform with three security domains and
propose on-demand security architecture with three
layers. The first layer is input layer which has three inputs
with security level, risk of access network and type of
service. The second layer is policy layer which determines
security parameters for security mechanisms in every
security domain according to the three inputs. The last
layer is security mechanisms which protect specific
service based on the security parameters from the second
layer.  Furthermore, the  execution can be monitored and
is fed back to billing center. In this case, some of strong
security protection can become value-added service of
cloud computing.
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